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Abst rac t - -For  solving asymmetric linear variational inequalities, we present a class of projection 
and contraction methods under the general G-norm. The search direction of our methods is just 
a convex combination of two descent directions of Fukushima's merit function. However, we use 
the direction to reduce the distance function (1/2)llu - u*ll~, where u* is a solution point of the 
problem. Finally, we report some numerical results for spatial price equilibrium problems by using 
the presented methods. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ft be a nonempty closed convex subset of ~n,  M be an n x n positive semidefinite matrix 
(not necessarily symmetric), and q c ~'~. The linear variational inequality problem, denoted by 
LVI(ft, M, q), is to find a vector u* Ef t ,  such that  
(a t - u*) T (Mu*  + q) >_ O, Yu '  e ft. (1) 
Variational inequalities have wide applications in different fields such as mathematical  program- 
ming, economics, and transportat ion equilibrium problems [1-3]. Many researchers have studied 
this problem and proposed various methods [3-9]. The interested readers can see [3] for a survey. 
It is well known [10] that  LVI(ft, M, q) is equivalent o the following projection equation: 
u = Pn [u - (Mu + q)], (2) 
where Pn(v)  is denoted as the projection of a point v onto the closed convex set ft, and is defined 
as the unique solution of the following problem: 
min {llu - vH [ u e ft} , 
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where I1" II is the Euclidean orm. We denote 
e(u) = u - Pn [u - (Mu + q)]. (3) 
Substituting u' = Pn[u - (Mu + q)] in (1), it follows that 
(Pn [u - (Mu + q)] - u*) T (Mu* + q) > O. (4) 
Using the notation e(u), He [5,8] rewrote the above inequality as 
( (u -u* )  - e(u)} T {(Mu+q) -M(u-  u*)} ~ 0 
and obtained 
where 
Foru  E ft, 
(U - -  u*) Tg(u) ~_ e(u)T (Mu -t- q), (5) 
g(u) =MTe(u) + (Mu+q).  (6) 
e(u) T ( Mu + q) >_ Ile(u)ll 2 , (7) 
so the direction -g(u) is a descent direction of ]lu - u*II 2 for u E f~. Based on this observation, 
a projection, and contraction method (short PC method) for solving monotone linear variational 
inequalities was proposed in [5]. Furthermore, based on the direction g(u), He presented a
modified PC method [8] using the recursion 
U k+l : Pf2 [uk--ol(uk) g(uk)] (8) 
with  
~(u) -- Ile(u)ll2 
I1(I + M T) e(u)ll 2" 
The sequence {u k} generated by the modified method satisfies 
ii uk+l  - u.i i  ~ < ilu k - u.i i  ~ - .  (u~) l ie  (u~) II : .  
Due to ~(u)  > 1/11I + MTI I  2 := co > 0, we have 
II u~÷l - u*]l ~ _< II u~ - u*ll = - ~ lie (uk)l l  ~. 
(9) 
(1o) 
Because Ile(u)]l can be viewed as a measure of the distance between the current iterate u and 
the solution point u*, inequality (10) tells us the method possesses some beautiful convergence 
properties. 
Recently, we found some relationships of the search directions between the PC method and the 
Fukushima's descent method for the variational inequality problem. The variational inequality 
problem, denoted by VI(12, F), is to find a vector u* E f~, such that 
(u--u*)TF(u*)>_O, VuEf~. (11) 
P~kushima provided a class of equivalent constrained optimization problems for the variational 
inequality problems [4]. In a sense of the Euclidean norm, Fukushima's equivalent optimization 
problem for VI(f~, F)  is 
min{f(u) [u E f~}, 
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where 
and e(u) is defined by 
1 
f(u) = e(u) T F(u) - "~ I le (~) l l  2 , 
e(~)  = u - P~ [~ - F (u ) ] .  
When F is differentiable, the gradient of the merit function f(u) is given by 
(12) 
v / (~)  = F(u) + (VF(u) - z) e(u). (13) 
Since 
we have 
e(u)TF(u) ~ I1~(~)11 ~ , v~ e a, 
Vf(u)Te(u)  >_ e(u)TVF(u)e(u), Vu E ~. (14) 
Thus, under the assumption of F being strongly monotone, the direction -e(u) is a descent 
direction of f (u) for u E ft. ~Sakushima suggested a descent method by using the direction -e(u) 
with Armijo's linesearch. Later, using the Newton direction and Fukushima's merit function, 
Taji, Fukushima nd Ibaraki presented a globally convergent Newton method for solving strongly 
monotone variational inequalities [11]. 
Note that when F(u) is an affine mapping, i.e., F(u) = Mu + q, the gradient of Fukushima's 
merit function is given by 
Vf(u) = (Mu + q) + (M y - I) e(u). (15) 
In this case, we find that the search direction g(u) in the PC method for LVI(fl, M, q) (see [5,8]) 
can be written as 
g(u) = Vf(u) + e(u). (16) 
Because both -V f (u )  and -e(u) are descent directions of f(u), -g(u) is also a descent direction 
of f (u). However, -g(u) is used in the PC method to reduce the distance function (1/2)11 u -  u* 112 
instead of Fukushima's merit function f(u). 
Inspired by Fukushima's merit function and the descent directions, in this paper, we extend 
the PC method for LVI(Ft, M, q) (see [5,8]) in general G-norm. The presented method without 
linesearch will reduce the unknown distance function (1/2)Ilu - u* I1~ monotonically. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some preliminary results concerning 
the projection operators and get some fundamental theories. Section 3 describes the methods and 
proves their convergence properties. In Section 4, we present some numerical results. Finally, in 
Section 5, we conclude the paper with some remarks. 
We use the following notations. A superscript such as in u k refers to specific vectors and k usu- 
ally denotes an iteration index. Let G denote a symmetric positive definite matrix, and Ilullc 
denote (uTGu) U2. Given a norm II.IIG, the projection of a point v onto the closed convex set ~t, 
denoted by Pn,G(v), is defined as the unique solution of the following problem: 
min{llu - vii a I u e a}.  
Throughout the paper, we assume that the solution set, denoted by fF,  is nonempty. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND THE SEARCH DIRECT IONS 
By the definition of Pn,G(V), we have the basic properties of the projection mapping [4] 
(v - Pz ,G(v) )  T G (Pa ,c (v )  - ~) > O, 
IIP~,G(~) - ~IIG < IIv - ~IIG, 
Vv E R n and u e ~; (17) 
Yu e ~. (18) 
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Since the work of Fukushima [4], it is easy to see that the linear variational inequality (LVI) is 
equivalent to the following projection equation: 
u = P~,a [u - G- I (Mu + q)], 
i.e., to solve LVI is equivalent to finding a zero point of the residue function 
e(u, G) := u - P,,c [u - G- I (Mu + q)]. (19) 
We denote 
~(u, G) := e(u, G) T ( Mu + q). (20) 
Substituting v = u - G- I (Mu + q) in (17), we have 
e(u ,G)T(Mu+q)  >_ Ile(u,a)ll~c, Vu • ~. (21) 
From this result, we immediately obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. U • ~ and ~o(u) = 0 ¢~ e(u, G) = 0 ¢~ u • ~2". 
For u • fl, the function lie(u, G)Ila and ~o(u, G) are continuous and can be viewed as measures 
for the distance from u to the solution set ~*. 
We denote 
d(u, G) := MT e(u, G) + (Mu + q) 
and 
(22) 
(23) 
SO 
i.e., 
{ (u -  u* ) -  e(u,G)} T {(Mu + q) - M (u -  u*)} _> 0, 
(u - u*) T [MTe(u, G) + (Mu + q)] > e(u, a)T(Mu + q) + (u - u*) -r M (u - u*). 
Note that the left side of the above inequality is (u-u*)Td(u, G); since M is positive semidefinite, 
it follows that 
(u - u*) T d(u, G) > ¢p(u, G). I 
Due to Lemma 1 and (28), -d(u, G) is a descent direction of (1/2)]]u-u*J] 2 for u E f~; in other 
words, -g(u, G) is a descent direction of (1/2)]]u - u'l] 2 for u E f~. 
g(u,G) := G-ld(u,G) = G -1 [MT e(u,G) + (Mu + q)]. 
In our algorithm, -g(u, G) is taken as the search direction. 
REMARK. Under the general G-norm, Fukushima's merit function in [4] is 
1 
.f(u) -- e(u, G)TF(u) - ~ lie(u, C)ll,~ (24) 
and its gradient is given by 
Vf(u) = F(u) + (VF(u) - G) e(u, C). (25) 
Using the direction -e(u, G), Fukushima [4] gave a descent method for solving the equivalent 
optimization problem of VI(~, F). When F(u) = Mu + q, 
V f(u)  = (Mu + q) + (M T - G) e(u, a), (26) 
we just get 
g(u, G) = a - lv  f(u) + e(u, C). (27) 
LEMMA 2. Let M be positive semide~nite, u* E ~*, and d(u, G) be defined as above; then we 
have 
(u - u*) T ag(u, G) = (u - u*) T d(u, G) >_ ~o(u, G). (28) 
PROOF. Since u E R n, P~,a[u - G- I (Mu + q)] E ~, from (1) we have 
{P,,G [u - a- l (Mu + q)] - u*} T (Mu* + q) >_ O, 
, 
First, based on d(u, G), we try to construct a better direction dB(u, G), which satisfies 
(u -  u*)r dB(u,G) > (u -  u*)T d(u,G) and IIdB(u,G)ll < Ild(u,G)[[. 
For example, when f~ = R~, for u 6 ft, we define the index sets 
N(u) = {i [ ui = 0 and di(u,G) > 0} 
and 
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THE METHODS AND THEIR  CONVERGENCE PROPERT IES  
correspondingly, for 
B(u) ={1,2 . . . .  ,n}\N(u); 
d(u,G) = Mr e(u,G) + (Mu + q), 
[dB '~ ,  d(u,G) = \dNJ 
(29) 
we denote 
u=(:;) 
Then we have 
(30) 
It follows from Lemma 2 that 
ds(u,G)= (d: ) ,  dN(u,G)= (:N)" (31) 
(u -  u*)Tdg(u,G) ~ O. 
We take the vector 
(u - u*) T dB(u, G) > (u - u*) T d(u, G) >_ ~(u, G). 
gs(u, G) = G-lds(u, G) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
Set k := k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
~k = Uk _ 7kPkgB (uk,G), 
U TM =Pa,c  (ilk). 
Step 4. Set 
"rk ~ [ r~, r2 ] .  
(36) 
(37) 
and choose any 
as the search direction in the following algorithm. 
PC ALGORITHM 1. 
Step0. G iven0<F l<F2<2ande>0.  Letu  °E f l , se tk :=0.  
Step 1. Calculate ~(u k, G) by (20). If ~(u k, G) < e, stop. 
Step 2. Calculate d(u k, G). Determine dB(u k, G) by (29)-(31) and set gB(u k, G) by (34). 
Step 3. Calculate 
 (uk,a) 
pk = 2 (35) 
IIgB ( uk, G)IIa 
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THEOREM 1. Let u* E ~* and {u k} be the sequence generated by PC Algorithm 1. Then 
It u~+' - u*l l~ _< II ~k - ~*11~ - ~ (2 - ~)p~ (u~, a ) .  
PROOF• Since u* G f~*, we have by the projection property (18) for any v G R ~, 
IIPa,G(v) - ~* l la  -< IIv - u* l lc ,  
SO 
By means of (33)-(37), we get 
Ilu ~÷' -  u*ll~ -< II ~-  u*ll~ • 
(as) 
(39) 
k 2 
II ~k-  u*ll~ = II uk - u* -  ~p~BB (u ,a)l lG 
= Iru ~ - u*ll~ - 2p~k (u~ - ~*)T dB (u~, a)  + ~pk~ (~,  a)  
-< II u~ - u*ll~ - .k  (2 - ~)  p~ (~,  a ) ,  
and thus, the theorem is proved. | 
Let 
distG (u,f~*) = inf { l lu -u* l l c lu*  e f~*}. 
Because (38) is true for any u* E ~*, by Theorem 1 we have actually shown that 
dist~ (uk+l,fF) <_ dist~ (uk, f~ *) - F1 (2 - P2)~o 2 (uk, O) 
IIgB (uk, C)ll~ ' (40) 
i.e., the sequence {u k } is Fej6r-monotone with respect o the solution set f~*. 
THEOREM 2. The sequence {u k} generated by PC Algorithm 1 converges globally to a solution 
point. 
PROOF• It is easy to check that every Fej6r-monotone sequence is bounded. Suppose 
lim distc (uk, f~ *) = 60 > 0. (41) 
k--*oo 
Let g be a solution of LVI(f~, M, q); then 
{u k} C S := {u c f~l$o _< distc(u,f~*), I lu -  ullc -< Ilu ° - ul Ic}, 
where S is a closed bounded set. Moreover, from the assumption, S N f~* = q}, then on S, 
r l  (2 - r2) ~2 (u k, a )  
T(u, G) := > O. 
IIg (uk, C)ll~ 
Since T(u) is continuous on S, we have 
min{T(u,G) l u e S} := e0 > 0. (42) 
From (41), there is a ko > 0, such that for all k > k0, 
~0 dist~ (uk,f~ *) < 62 + -~. 
On the other hand, from (40), (42), and IIgs(u k, G)[Ic <_ IIg(u k, G)IIc , 
dist~ (uk+l, f~ *) < dist~ (uk,~) *) < 62 eo 
2 
This contradicts (41). 
be a cluster point of {u k} and the subsequence {uk~ } converges to u*. Since u* E gt* and 
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Therefore, any cluster point of {u k} is a solution of LVI(f~, M, q). Let u* 
II ~k÷l -  ~*llc -< II uk -  u*ll~, 
the sequence {u k} has exactly a cluster point and 
lim u k = u*. | 
k--*oo 
However, for general sets f~, to find a better direction dB (u, G) is difficult. At the same time, the 
stepsize in (35) may be very small and an iteration (36) may get a small profit. No statement can 
be made about the rate of convergence of Algorithm 1. In order to overcome these disadvantages 
of Algorithm 1, we give a modified PC method in the following. The produced sequence {u k } 
will satisfy 
][uk+l , 2 , 2 
-~  I1~ <-II uk-  u I1~- co Ile(,,Lc)lI~, 
where Co is a positive constant. In other words, the method will get an "enough" great profit in 
each iteration. 
PC ALGORITHM 2. 
Step0. G iven0<F,_<F2<2ande>0.  Letu  ° E f/, set k := 0. 
Step 1. Calculate (u k, G). If Ile(u k, G)IIa < e, stop. 
Step 2. Calculate g(u k, G). Set 
,~k = I1~ (uk"a) l l~ (4a) 
I1(I + G- 'Mr )  e (u k, '5') I1~ 
and choose any 
Step 3. Set 
7k e [r l ,r2].  
(44) 
(45) 
~k = uk _ 7k~kg (u k, a)  , 
uk+l = P~,a (~k). 
Set k := k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let u* E ~*; then the sequence {u k} generated by the PC Algorithm 2 for linear 
variational inequMities (1) satisfies 
(46) 
PROOF. We set 
]l uk+l - u*ll 2 ~ Ilu k - u*ll2c - 7k (2 - ~k)c~k lie (u k, G)II~. 
(47) _ k 2 
and show the equivalent assertion Ok _> 0. Since U k+l  ~- P~,G('~ k) and u* E f~, using projection 
property (17) 
(~k _ uk+,)-r a (~* - uk+,) < o, 
we have 
Iluk+' . . . .  u*ll~ <_ ll~ k u*ll~ 11~ k ~k+' 2c (48) 
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Then from (47) and (48), 
Ok > I1~' k "*11~ II ~k U*II~ + II ~k .k+l  2 _ - _ _ _ , .  ~- -~k(2 - -~ 'k )~k l l~(uk ,a ) l t~  
-- II "k -- "*  I1,~ -- II "k -- U* -- ~'k':'kg O' k, a)I1~ + II uk -- uk+' -- >"~"g ( uk' G)I1~ 
-- ~'k (2 -- ~k)'~k lie (¢' ,  G) I1,~ (use (44)) 
= I1,, k -  uk+' I1,~ + e'~k,:,k (uk_  u*)T Cg(uk, a) + 2"~k'~k (Uk+'_ ubT Cg(uk, C) 
-- Wk (2 -- "Yk)O,k lie (,,k, G) I1~ ' 
(49) 
From (28) and (20), 
(,,k _ u*) t ag(~,k,a) + (uk+, _ uk) T Cg(uk,a) 
= (uk -  u . )T ,  (Uk. C) + (Uk+, uk)T , (uk .a )  
> e (u k, G) T (Muk + q) + (uk+ 1 __  uk ) T [M Te (u k, G) + (Mu k + q)] 
= {uk+l_p~,a[uk_G_ l (Mu k + q)]}T (Muk +q) 
+ (u k+l _uk) T M Te(uk,G). 
(50) 
Since u k+t E ~, set v = u k - G-I(Mu k + q), u = u k+l in (17), we get 
{uk_a_ l  (Mu k +q) _ pa,a [uk _C_ l  (Mu k + q)]}T 
xG{uk+l -Pn ,a [uk -C- ' (Muk  +q)]}  _<0 
and it follows that 
{uk+l_p~,G[uk_G_l (Mu k + q)] }T (Muk +q) 
>_ {uk--Pn,a[uk G_I(Mu k+q)]}T 
× a {U k+l -  Pfl,G [ uk --G--1 (Mu k +q)]}  
k 2 (uk+l uk)T ae(uk,  a) " 
= I le(~, ,a)  ll~ + 
We use (50) and (51) in inequality (49), 
ok ~ lluk - uk÷'ll~ + 2~k~k {lie (uk,C)ll; + (u k+i -ubT [(G+ MT) e (uk,C)] } 
k 2 - ~k (2 - ~k)~k lie (u, c)ll~ 
_ k 2 _> II uk- ~k+'ll~ + 2~k~k (u k+l ub ~ (C+ MT) e(~k,a) +~k Ile(u ,a)l[~ 
+ ~k I1~ (uk, a)I1~ 
[IJ (Uk, c) ll~ --.~k ll(z + a-'MT)e(,,L a)ll~ -~ ~kOlk e 
= 0 (use (43)). 
(51) 
(52) 
So we get (46). 
Actually, because Theorem 3 is true for any u* E ~* and 
1 
o~k >_ Iri +a_lMTii2 a, 
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we have proved 
where 
1`1(2 - r~)  
dist~ (uk+l, fF) < dist 2 (uk,a *) -- Ile(uk,G)ll2a, 
[If + G-1MTll 2 
(53) 
dista (u, fl*) = inf { l lu-  u*llc I u* ~ ~*}. 
The function Ile(u,G)]la measures how much u fails to be in fF. Inequality (53) states that, if 
lie(u, G)IIG is not too small, we get a 'big' profit from an iteration; on the contrary, if we get a 
very small profit from an iteration, then []e(u k, a)lla is already very small and u k is a 'sufficiently 
good' approximation of a u* c f~*. 
THEOREM 4. The sequence {u k} generated by PC Algorithm 2 converges globMly to a solution 
point. 
PROOF. The proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 2 and only takes 
1"1 (2 - 1"2) 2 
T(u,a) := III+~-_T~T-II ~ Ile(u,G)llc > o 
instead of 
r1(2- r2)~2 (~k,v) 
T(u, G) := > O. IIg. (~k, a)ll~ 
Then the theorem is easily proved. | 
THEOREM 5. I1 c the set f~ is polyhedral, then the sequence {u k } generated by PC Algorithm 2 
converges linearly to a solution point. 
PROOF. Because fl is a closed convex set, for LVI(f~, M, q), it follows from [12, Theorem 18] that 
when k is sufficiently large, there exists some 6 > 0 such that 
dista (uk,a *) < 6 lie (u k, G)IIG. (54) 
Combining (53) and (54), it follows that for all k large enough 
dist~ (uk+l,a *) <_ (1 -- co6)dist~ (uk,fF) , (55) 
where 
co = 
r l  (2 - r2 )  
III + G_I MT ll2 a > O. 
So PC Algorithm 2 is linearly convergent. 
4. SOME NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we give the test example, which consists of asymmetric linear variational in- 
equalities arising from network economics [9]. In particular, we consider a class of spatial price 
equilibrium (SPE) problems [2,13,14]. The problems can be described as follows: a certain com- 
modity is produced by m supply markets ($1, $2,.. . ,  Sm) and is consumed by n demand markets 
(Dx, D2 . . . .  , Dn). 
Let xij denote the nonnegative commodity shipment from Si to Dj. Let 
n 
Si ~ E xil 
l=l 
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denote the supply at Si, and 
m 
dj = Z xtj 
/=1 
denote the consumption at Dj. 
The supply price at each origin S/ is given by 
( 1 
7ri = ~i + aisi + -ff6ai+18i+l, 
~ + ais~, 
if1 </<m- l ,  
(56) 
if i = m, 
where ~i, ai > 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,  m. 
At destination Dj,  the sale price Tj is modeled by a monotone decreasing function with respect 
to the quantities consumed, in detail 
7j = r/j - bjdj, (57) 
where r/t, b¢ > 0 for all j = 1, . . . ,  n. 
The commodity can be traded between any pair of Si and Dj  with a transportation cost ti j ,  
which is given by 
_ (1) (58) t~j = c~ °) . cij x~j, 
> 0, > 0 for all -- a , . . . ,m and j -- 1 , . . . ,  n. where 
The problem is to find the supply and demand prices at each market and the commodity 
shipments between all pairs of supply and demand markets, namely, to seek the state of equi- 
librium with the following property: a supply market (producer) trades with a demand market 
(consumer), provided that the sum of the supply price and the transportation cost equals the 
sale price at the demand market. Mathematically, this problem is characterized by the following 
conditions: 
= Tj, if Xij > O, 
7ri ~- tiJ > rS, if x O = 0. (59) 
Using (56)-(58), equality (59) can be explained as 
(z~ - x i j ) -F~j  > 0, (60) 
where 
( 1 
~i q- a is i  q- -~6ai+18i+1 -- ?Tj -4- bjdj + _(o) (1) (;ij -~- ci j  x i j ,  
Fij = 7ri + tij - rj = (0) _ C(1) 
{i + aisi -- r/j + bjdj + cij + ij xi j ,  
Let 
if1 </<m- l ,  
i f i  = m. 
X :~ (X l l ,X l2  , ,X ln ,X21 ,X22 , . ,X2n ,Xrn l ,Xm2 , ,Xmn)  T 
F := (Fn ,F12 , . . .  ,F ln,  F2x,F22,. . .  , F2n ,Fml ,Fm2, . . .  ,Finn) T • 
The compact form of (60) is a variational inequality in the space of shipments: find x* > 0, such 
that 
(x -  x*) TF(x*)  > O, Vx _> O. 
Note that F is an asymmetric affine monotone operator with respect o R mxn. In fact, 
F(x)  = Mx + q, 
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where M is an 1 x l (l = ran) matr ix  that  has the following block form: 
/ A1 ~-~A2 0 . .  • 0 
1 A . 0 A2 -~ 3 "" 0 
, . , . . 
0 0 "" "'. 1Am 
0 0 . . . . . .  Am 
M = 
B 
B 
+ . 
B 
i / ( c  ° ... ° / B .. .  0 C (1) . . .  0 
• .. --{- . : • • , 
B -.. 0 0 . . .  Ci l  ) 
Ai B,  C} 1) are n x n matr ix  and have the following special forms: 
A aa aaa a/ l0  0 ) B 0 b2 C 1 I 00 10) 0 
Gin  
q := (qn, q12,. . . ,  qln, q21, q22,. . . ,  q2nqml, qm2, . . . ,  qmn) x 
A0) is a vector in R m" with qij = ~i - 7/j + cij . 
In our test examples, the parameters  in supply, sale and transportat ion function were randomly 
taken by 
~ • (200,350), n~ • (500,650), 
ai • (0.05, 0.15),  bj • (0.05, 0.15), 
c(0) (10, 25), _(1) (0.1, 0.2), ij • Cij • 
for all i = 1 , . . . ,m and j = 1, . . .  ,n. The problem was solved by the PC Algor ithm 2 with 
G = 10I. The calculations were started with a vector x °, whose component x°j was randomly 
taken in (0, 10). We take the relaxation factor "~ -- 1.8. The stopping test was 
e . -  l ie(x, V ) [ l~  <10_6. 
Jle (x °, G)ll~ - 
Tables 1 and 2 report  computat ional  results for randomly generated market equil ibrium by 
using the extended PC method. 
Table 1. Iteration numbers of the extended PC method. 
n 50 100 150 200 
m= 10 525 601 666 893 
m= 20 553 811 1010 1164 
The number of variables is mx n. 
Table 2. Iteration numbers of the extended PC method• 
n 40 60 80 100 
rn= 30 560 639 749 961 
rn= 40 580 701 925 1003 
The number of variab~s is m× n. 
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The test results show that the number of iterations is relatively small (compared with the size 
of the problems). For the tested larger problems, (No. of Iterations)/(No. of Variables) ~ 1/3. 
The extended PC method needs only O(mn) arithmetic operations in each iteration. Because 
the computation cost in each iteration is inexpensive, it seems that the extended PC method is 
practically applicable for the spatial price equilibrium problems. 
In the test examples, we simply take G =/3I.  Although the problem is invariant for different 
f~ > 0, in numerical viewpoint, we should take a suitable f~, such that (see (19)) 
HG-'MII o --0(1). 
Since in our test problems the elements of the matrix M are nonnegative and 
the average sum of the elements of each row of the matrix M ~ 0.1(m + n) E (6, 14), 
so here we (roughly) take G -- 101 for the all test problems. 
Using the PC method to deal with several classes of well-posed problems, the numerical results 
are very favourable. But the method may be sensitive for ill-conditioned problems. 
5.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In [4], Fukushima transformed the variational inequality problem to an equivalent constrained 
minimization problem and suggested a simple descent method for solving the optimization prob- 
lem. The method needs to use a line search for decreasing the merit function. Although the 
direction used in our method is also descent for Fukushima's merit function, we use the direction 
to reduce the distance function Ilu - u*ll 2. For linear variational inequalities, each iteration of 
the PC method without linesearch consists essentially of only the matrix-vector products and 
the projections onto ~. The presented method is simple to realize and favorable for parallel 
implementation. 
A main advantage ofFukushima's descent method is that it can be used to solve strongly mono- 
tone nonlinear variational inequalities, while the convergence of the presented method is proved 
only for the monotone linear variational inequalities. However, our method can be implemented 
to the LVI(g~, M, q) which might be excluded by Fukushima's descent method. The following is 
an example. 
AN EXAMPLE. (See [15,16].) Let 
M- -  _ 0 ' q= , and ~={ul l lu l l _< l} .  (61) 
This LVI(fl, M, q) has a unique solution u* = 0. For the simplicity of illustration, we consider the 
case of G = I and investigate the behaviours of the both methods when u k E K := {u I Ilull <- 
In Fukushima's descent method, the sequence {u k } is generated by 
 k+l = u k _ te (62) 
where e(u) is given in (3). Since ] I I -M] ]  = v/-2, we have Ilu k -MukH < 1 for any u k E K. 
Hence, it follows that 
e(uk)=uk- -Pn(uk - -Muk)=Mu k, VukEK.  
Note that (u k, Mu k) = 0 and ItMu]l = HuH, therefore, no matter what t is determined in (0, 1), 
I luk+'ll = lvff- llukll > II kll. 
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When the problem is solved by the PC method, for instance, we can take the recursion 
uk+l - -  - pfl [uk - -~(uk)  g(uk)] , 
where g(u) is given in (6) and 
(63) 
= Ile(u)ll2 
H(I q- M T) e(u)ll 2" 
Note that in this example we have a(u) = 1/2 for any u • R 2. Again, for u k • K ,  e(u k) = Mu k, 
we have 
g(u  k) = M T e(u k) + Mu k = (I + M T) Mu k = (I + M)u  k. (64) 
Since un-Mu = 0 and IIMull = Ilull, for u k • K, we have Ilu k - a(uk)g(uk)l I = Ilu k -- (1/2)(I + 
M)ukII -- (v /2)llukll. Thus, 
U k+l = U k -- ( I  "t- M)u  k, nuk+lll---- V I lu~ll ' 
and the sequence {u k } is convergent. In fact, for any starting point u ° with Ilu°ll = 1, to produce 
an approximate solution ~ satisfying 
II ll = Ile( )ll lO -6,  
the PC method (63) needs 42 iterations. 
Finally, we like to point out, for solving symmetric LVI, we should exploit the symmetry. Note 
that if M is symmetric, LVI(fi, M, q) is a quadratic optimization problem 
For this problem, we refer to use the reeursion 
uk+l _=U k_  He(uk)N 2 e (uk) ,  
e (uk)T (I + M)e (uH 
which was suggested in [7]. The method in this paper is based on Lemma 2, i.e., 
(u - u*) T (VF(u)e(u,  G) + F(u)) > e(u, G)-CF(u) >_ lie(u, a)lIB, v u • a. 
However, the first part of above inequalities is proved only for the monotone LVI problems. 
With an additional proper assumption, developing such methods for the nonlinear variational 
inequality problems is in progress [17]. 
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